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ABSTRACT: Going into its fourth year, the drought currently experienced in California is severely impacting
boating and marina businesses in lakes, reservoirs and waterways. Boat owners have been pulling their
boats out of the water, boat ramps have been closed, and marinas are closing or relocating. A case study is
presented, where the feasibility of relocating a marina in Lake Tahoe was assessed and a conceptual
design developed. The initial step in the assessment was the characterization of the site’s physical and
metocean conditions, which was followed by the conceptual definition of the marina perimeter and
breakwater layout. Breakwater types were evaluated and a sheet pile breakwater resulted to be the
preferred alternative. Numerical wave simulations showed that the breakwater layout would be effective in
maintaining wave agitation in the relocated marina within PIANC’s recommended levels.
1 INTRODUCTION
California is experiencing one of the most severe
droughts on record. On January 17, 2014, the State
Governor declared a drought state of emergency
and on April 1, 2015, the California Department of
Water Resources measured the statewide water
content of Sierra snowpack at 5 percent of average
for April 1st. These levels are lower than any year in
records going back to 1950. The snowpack, through
runoff, provides about one-third of the water used by
California's cities and farms.
The drought, which is going into its fourth year, is
impacting California in numerous ways, with low
water levels in lakes, reservoirs and waterways
severely affecting the boating and marina
businesses. Boat owners have been pulling their
boats out of the water, boat ramps have been
closed, and marinas are closing or relocating.
The North Tahoe Marina (NTM) in Lake Tahoe is
one of the many marinas in California affected by
the drought and contemplating relocation to mitigate
shoaling and low water depths, and to reduce
maintenance dredging. Figure 1 shows the location
of Lake Tahoe in northern California.
Located in Agate Bay, on the north shore of Lake
Tahoe, the NTM consists of an approximately 130 x
160-foot (40 x 49 m) basin enclosed by an L-shaped
west- and south-facing steel sheet pile wall, and
featuring a 45-foot (14 m) wide entrance on the east
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side. The operational depth of the basin is
approximately 4 feet (1.25 m).

Figure 1: Location of Lake Tahoe.
The NTM only serves powerboats, and features
approximately 17 wet slips on floating docks in the
basin for permanent and temporary berthing, a boat
ramp, and a fuel station. Approximately 200 feet (61
m) offshore and to the south of the marina there are
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nearly 50 single point buoy moorings. On land, there
are approximately 60 boats in dry storage. Other
facilities include a maintenance and repair shop,
and parking. Figure 2 shows a view of the NTM.

to as the marina relocation, and to develop a
conceptual design.
2 SITE CHARACTERIZATION
The initial step in the assessment of the marina
relocation, was the characterization of the site’s
physical and metocean conditions. These included
bathymetry, wind, wave, water levels and
geotechnical conditions, coastal features and littoral
drift.
2.1 Bathymetry
Figure 3 shows the bathymetry fronting the NTM
to the south. It consist of a 1500-foot (457 m) wide
shallow shelf that slopes gently to approximately 32
feet (4.8 m), and a broader shelf that drops down to
over 1300 feet (396 m) towards the center of the
lake.

Figure 2: North Tahoe Marina.
The NTM is open from May 1 to September 30,
and closed for the rest of the year when boats are
taken inland for dry storage. During the boating
season, boats in dry storage are launched and
retrieved via the ramp using a forklift and trailer.
Boats on the moorings are brought to the NTM
basin for their owners to board and depart and,
upon arrival, boats are taken to the moorings by
NTM staff.
While the relocation of the NTM basin in deeper
water would certainly ease the depth restrictions
imposed by the drought, the opportunity to replace
the mooring field by floating docks is perceived as
an attractive option.
Due to the particular orientation of the coastline
and location in Lake Tahoe, the NTM is exposed to
storm waves from the southwest which generate
unsafe conditions for the boats in the mooring field
and for the NTM staff that operate the boats. In
addition, the typical southwesterly wave climate
generates a littoral drift that, given the particular
layout of the NTM, regularly shoals the basin and
entrance channel requiring maintenance dredging.
Therefore, the replacement of the mooring field by
floating docks/slips in deeper water, in conjunction
with wave protection, was an alternative that
deserved consideration, to cope with the near-term
impacts and those in possible future similar
droughts. The following describes the work done to
assess the feasibility of this option, herein referred
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Figure 3: Bathymetry fronting the NTM.
A digital elevation model (DEM) for Lake Tahoe
was obtained from the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS), and bathymetry from this model was
complemented with a local hydrographic survey.
2.2 Wind
In Lake Tahoe, the predominant southwest wind
waves travel to the north shore where they break,
stir up and bring sediment into suspension, and
generate currents which, together with wind-induced
currents, transport the sediment along the coast
(littoral drift). In order to characterize the wave
climate and littoral drift at the NTM, wind data was
acquired from NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
(NASA-JPL) and a wave hindcast was developed.
Figure 4 shows the location of station TB4 for which
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wind data was available for the 11-year period from
June 2003 to June 2014. The wave hindcast was
subsequently used to estimate extreme conditions
for the evaluation of wave protection alternatives
and analyze littoral drift.

southwest wave direction, Hm0 is in the range of 0.2
to 0.6 m (0.7 to 2 feet), peak periods, T p, 2 to 4
seconds, and extreme waves rarely exceeding 1 m
(3.3 feet). Approximately from the south-southwest,
the estimated storm wind/wave direction is
consistent with local anecdotal evidence.

Figure 5: Wave climate at NTM, Hm0.

Figure 4: Location of NASA-JPL TB4 wind station.
2.3 Waves
The wind data was adjusted to the standard 10 m
elevation and used as input, constant in space, in
MIKE 21 Spectral Wind Wave Flexible Mesh (SW
FM) model, developed by the Danish Hydraulic
Institute (DHI), to compute an hourly wave hindcast
(height, period and direction) just offshore the NTM,
from June 2003 to June 2014.
Figures 5 and 6 show wave statistics, at the
location of the wave hindcast just offshore the NTM,
in terms of significant wave height (Hm0) and peak
period (Tp) roses. The wave climate is relatively
benign with a high frequency of occurrence of
calms, e.g. significant wave heights Hm0 < 0.2 m
(0.7 feet), for 75% of the time. For the typical southSMART RIVERS 2015 (www.pianc.org.ar/sr2015)

Figure 6: Wave climate at NTM, Tp.
An extreme value analysis was performed using
a peak-over-threshold approach (POT), an Hm0 = 2
feet (0.6 m) threshold, and the Weibull probability
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distribution. The NTM is open from May 1 to
September 30, and closed for the rest of the year
when boats are taken inland for dry storage.
Therefore, the wave conditions for that period of the
year, relevant for the wave agitation analysis of the
relocated marina, were extracted from the wave
hindcast. For the 1-year return period the significant
wave height is approximately Hm0 = 3 feet (0.9 m),
and an inspection of extreme waves showed that Tp
= 4 seconds would be realistic for the 1-year waves.
2.4 Water Levels
Water levels in the lake are measured at the
USGS station 10337000 in Tahoe City with a gage
at 6220 feet (1896 m) Lake Tahoe Datum (LTD).
The LTD for water levels is the U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation datum which is 6220 feet above sea
level. Thus, the lake water level elevation, referred
to LTD, is 6220 + gage measurement. Table 1
summarizes water levels of interest for design.
Table 1: Lake Tahoe water levels (feet/m).
Max. water level*
6231.2 / 1899.3
Max. legal water level
6229.1 / 1898.6
Natural rim
6223.0 / 1899.0
Water level August 2015
6222.6 /1896.7
Min. water level**
6220.3 / 1896.0
* measured July, 14-18, 1907
** measured November 30, 1992
2.5 Geotechnical Conditions
On the basis of recent construction experience in
the area, visual inspections, review of geologic
maps and engineering judgment, the lake bottom in
Agate Bay can be conceptualized as follows:
Beach Deposit: consisting of a thin, wedge-like
layer of silty sand with a gravel matrix with
cobbles/boulders. This layer is about 2 to 5 feet (0.6
to 1.5 m) thick at the shore and slopes gently
offshore up to approximately 200 feet (61 m) from
the south-facing sheet pile wall where it disappears.
Weathered Andesite Tuff: underlying the Beach
Deposit, this unit consists of a 5 to 7 feet (1.5 to 2.1
m) deep soft rock, or as “tuff” implies, consolidated
volcanic “clayey” ash.
Andesite Rock: underlying the Weathered
Andesite Tuff. Anticipated to be very hard and
difficult to drive piles in which case pile sockets
would be necessary.
2.6 Coastal Features

north shore of Lake Tahoe. The south-facing
coastline along Agate Bay consists of a series of
sandy pocket beaches, bounded by headlands and
occasionally interrupted by rocky outcrops or
coastal protection structures. The east- and westfacing coastlines of the bay are depleted of sand
and are mostly rocky.
2.7 Littoral Drift
Along Agate Bay’s east to west trending
shoreline, the typical southwesterly wave climate
generates a littoral drift that, given the particular
layout of the NTM, regularly shoals the basin and
entrance channel requiring maintenance dredging.
This has been exacerbated by the low water levels
produced by the drought.
The west- and south-facing steel sheet pile walls
that enclose the NTM basin are not sealed at the
joints, and the walls have several holes at the water
level and below to enhance water circulation in the
marina basin. This causes an accumulation of
sediment along the basin side of the walls,
particularly along the west wall, requiring an
average
annual
maintenance
dredging
of
approximately 341 cy/year (261 m3/year) when the
basin is dredged to an operational depth of 4 feet
(1.2 m).
To estimate the littoral drift in the vicinity of the
NTM, and to predict the cross-shore distribution of
the littoral drift so that the relocated marina would
not interrupt the sediment transport pathway,
numerical littoral drift simulations were performed
using the LITDRIFT module in the LITPACK
modeling system developed by DHI. For an arbitrary
coastal profile, LITDRIFT simulates the cross-shore
distribution of wave height, set-up/set-down,
longshore current and the resulting littoral drift.
A profile was derived along a cross-shore
transect just west of NTM, shown in Figure 7, to a
depth of approximately 13 feet (4 m). The annual
wave climate was derived from the 11-year wave
hindcast, and was characterized by 24 wave events
and their associated annual probability of
occurrence. LITDRIFT calculated the littoral drift
corresponding to each wave event in the annual
wave climate, and the total annual littoral drift was
computed as the weighted sum of contributions from
all wave events. The LITDRIFT simulations were
performed for a median grain diameter D50 = 0.17
mm, sediment gradation (D84/D16)2 = 1.3, and bed
roughness 6.8 mm (= 40 x D50).

The NTM is on a headland centrally located in
Agate Bay, a C-shaped south-facing bay on the
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The southernmost edge of the NTM, the southfacing sheet pile wall extends approximately 160
feet (40 m) from the shore, and partially blocks the
sediment transported along the coast. The
estimated 14538 cy/year (11115 m3/year) annual
gross littoral drift compared to the 341 cy/year (261
m3/year) of maintenance dredging suggests that the
NTM traps a small amount of the littoral drift,
however, significant to cause operational problems.
3 CONCEPTUAL MARINA PERIMETER
3.1 Design Parameters
Figure 7: Cross-shore transect (depth in m).
Figure 8 shows the cross-shore distribution of the
annual littoral drift to the east and to the west of the
transect, and Figure 9 shows the corresponding
annual gross and net littoral drift.

A conceptual marina perimeter was defined on
the basis of the littoral drift analysis, assumed 100
double slips, property lines, maneuvering area, an
average powerboat length for Lake Tahoe of 35
feet, and predominant wave direction from the
south-southwest.
3.2 Marina Perimeter
Using the California Department of Boating and
Waterways (2005) guidelines for number of slips per
unit area, for a 100-double slip, 35-foot powerboat
marina featuring 4-foot (1.2 m) wide fingers the
required marina area is approximately 3 acres (1.2
ha). Figure 10 shows the estimated perimeter for
the relocated marina and the approximate location
of a detached breakwater. The docks and the
breakwater would be sufficiently far from the shore
to not interfere with the littoral drift, and would be
connected to the existing facilities by means of an
access pier.

Figure 8: Cross-shore distribution of the annual
littoral drift.

Figure 9: Cross-shore distribution of the annual net
and gross littoral drift.
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Figure 10: Relocated marina perimeter and
breakwater layout.
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3.2 Breakwater Alternatives
After the relocated marina perimeter and
breakwater layout were conceptually defined, six
types of breakwaters were evaluated. These
included rubble mound, floating, pile/screen, skirt,
caisson and crib breakwaters. The following
describes general characteristics of these
breakwaters.
Rubble Mound: mound of
stones consisting of a fine
gravel core covered by
layers of increasing stone
size.
Pile: wall of sheet or
round piles with no lateral
spacing between each
other; if pile embedment
is insufficient, batter
(diagonal piles) are
required.
Screen: similar to the pile
breakwater, but piles are
laterally spaced; and piles
could be arranged in a
row or rows.
Caisson: typically a
prefabricated concrete
container filled with
stones, gravel, etc. resting
on a gravel mat on the
bottom.
Floating: typically a
concrete rectangular
pontoon anchored to the
bottom with mooring lines
or piles.
Skirt: similar to the pile
breakwater, but wall does
not extend to the bottom
leaving a gap for water
and/or sediment
circulation.
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Crib: similar to the
caisson breakwater, but
walls, which could be
porous or solid, built in
place and embedded in
the bottom.

The breakwater types were evaluated from 5
perspectives: a) wave protection, b) footprint, c)
construction, d) cost and e) maintenance. The
evaluation was performed for the specific site
conditions, in relative terms and using a valuation
scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the best. The following
describes the basis for the valuations.
Impermeable, or low permeability structures like
the rubble mound, pile, caisson and crib
breakwaters would provide the best wave
protection, therefore a value of 5 was assigned to
these. Relatively to these breakwater types, skirt
and floating breakwaters would offer the least wave
protection (e.g. wave transmission approximately
40%) and were valued at 1. A screen breakwater,
consisting of a row (or rows) of spaced piles would
provide intermediate wave protection and was
valued at 3.
The footprint that these breakwaters would
occupy could be an issue from environmental and
waterfront area use perspectives. A rubble mound
breakwater would have the largest footprint and
therefore a value of 1 was given to it. This is a
massive trapezoidal-shape stone structure with side
slopes of 1:1.5 or 1:2. For the site’s wave
conditions, the width of a rubble mound breakwater
at the water surface would be in the order of 30 feet
(9.1 m), and approximately 100 feet (30.5 m) at the
approximately 15-foot (4.6 m) deep bottom of the
proposed location of the breakwater. Relative to a
rubble mound breakwater, pile or skirt breakwaters
would occupy minimal a footprint and therefore were
valued at 5. A screen breakwater would also have a
relatively low footprint, but because more than 1 row
of piles could be used it was valued at 4. Floating,
caisson and crib breakwaters, while not as massive
as a rubble mound breakwater, would also have a
large footprint and were valued at 2.
From a construction perspective, a caisson
breakwater would be the more difficult and therefore
was valued at 1. The caisson units would be
fabricated off site, but would need to be floated into
position and installed with specialized equipment
and by experienced staff. Furthermore, the caisson
units need to be seated on an adequate leveled
foundation like a gravel mat, adding to the
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complexity of the construction. A floating breakwater
would be the simplest to construct, therefore it was
valued at 5. Sections of the floating breakwater
could be fabricated off site and could be easily
launched from boat ramps, assembled in the
nearshore, floated to the proposed location and
anchored with mooring lines or piles. Pile/screen
and skirt breakwaters are relatively easy to
construct but, relative to the floating breakwater, pile
driving would add some complexity to the
construction. Because contractors with pile driving
experience and equipment are available in Lake
Tahoe the construction of pile/screen and skirt
breakwaters were valued at 4. A crib breakwater
was valued at 3 given that its construction has some
of the complexities of pile driving and filling with
stone, gravel, etc. Rubble mound breakwaters are
relatively easy to construct, but it is uncertain if an
adequate staging area for the large quantities of
stone that would be required would be available, as
well as local contractors with barges, cranes, etc.
required for the transportation and construction.
Therefore, the construction of the rubble mound
breakwater was valued at 3.
Cost includes the cost of engineering,
construction, installation, permits and construction
management. A caisson breakwater would be the
most expensive, given the large size of its units at
approximately 30-foot (9.1 m) high and 10-foot (3 m)
wide, construction of the foundation mat and
installation, and engineering. Therefore, the cost of
the caisson breakwater was valued at 1. At the
other end of the scale and valued at 5, rubble
mound breakwaters are relatively the most
economical to design and construct, hence their
widespread use, provided that suitable quarries and
qualified contractors are available in the area.
Floating breakwaters, pile/screen and skirt
breakwaters are relatively economical too, given
that the use of prefabricated elements simplifies
engineering design, and their ease of construction.
Therefore, a value of 4 was assigned to these.
Because of the construction similarities with a
caisson breakwater, the cost of a crib breakwater
was valued at 2.
Lake Tahoe’s fresh water would provide an
adequate environment for minimal corrosion and
associated maintenance of structures. In addition,
the benign wave climate is not expected to damage
the breakwaters. Pile, skirt, caisson and crib
breakwaters are expected to be maintenance-free
and therefore were valued at 5. A screen
breakwater, if constructed of steel or concrete,
would also be maintenance-free. However, if timber
is selected for construction some maintenance
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should be expected. If designed to sustain some
damage, a rubble mound breakwater would
occasionally require slope repairs. Consequently,
screen and rubble mound breakwaters were valued
at 4. A floating breakwater would require the most
maintenance, because mooring lines and anchors,
or pile guides (if anchored with piles), would need to
be inspected, repaired or replaced periodically.
Therefore, its maintenance was valued at 1.
Table 2 summarizes the results of the evaluation
which indicate that a pile (sheet or round piles, steel
or concrete) breakwater would be the best
alternative, followed by a screen breakwater.
Table 2: Evaluation of breakwater types (best = 5).

4 BREAKWATER PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
Given the wide use of steel sheet pile in Lake
Tahoe, this material appears to be the most suitable
for the breakwater construction. The breakwater
would be located, as shown in Figure 10, in
approximately 15 feet (4.6 m) water depth. It would
consist of 24-inch diameter ¼-inch wall thickness
PAZ24 pipe piles as King Piles 7 feet 3 inches on
center, and AZ14 sheet piles, capped with a 6 x 2foot concrete cap. Total length would be
approximately 650 feet (198 m), split into two
sections: a 360-foot (110 m) long east section and
290-foot (88 m) long west section. Due to the
presence of shallow and hard Andesite Rock in the
lake bottom, the embedment depths of the piles is
expected to be relatively shallow. Therefore, it is
estimated that the breakwater would need 24-inch
(0.6 m) diameter ¼-inch wall thickness batter piles
to be placed on the harbor side for additional
support.
5 WAVE AGITATION
A preliminary assessment of the wave protection
that the proposed steel sheet pile breakwater could
provide was performed numerically with the MIKE
21 SW FM spectral wave model. Criteria for
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adequate wave conditions in small craft harbors,
such as PIANC’s or the American Society of Civil
Engineers’ (ASCE), recommend that yearly
maximum wave height in the marina basin should
not exceed 1 foot (0.3 m).
Figure 11 and 12 show significant wave height
contours for an incoming 1-year return period Hm0 =
3 feet (0.9 m), Tp = 4 seconds and mean wave
direction (MWD) from the south-southwest and
south, respectively.

Figure 11: Wave contours for incoming Hm0 = 3 feet
(0.9 m), Tp = 4 seconds, MWD = south-southwest
waves.

unprecedented measures to mitigate the impacts of
low water levels on their operations. While
relocating facilities may not be option for most, in
water bodies like Lake Tahoe, the case study
presented herein showed that this may be a feasible
solution to cope with the near-term impacts and
those in possible future similar droughts.
Site characterization is a critical component for
the development of the basis for design and
subsequent conceptual and final design. Contrary to
open, ocean coast locations where wind, wave
current, water levels and general physical conditions
data or analyses are typically available, these data
and analyses may not be available for inland water
bodies. For facilities located in water bodies like
Lake Tahoe, wave conditions would be expected to
be relatively benign. However, hard and steep
bottom slopes could be problematic to device
anchoring systems for structures both fixed and
floating.
Marinas relocated in deeper water of inland water
bodies may not be spared from the need for wave
protection in which case, provided that local
conditions are similar to those of described for Lake
Tahoe, sheet pile, screen or skirt breakwaters may
be adequate.
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Figure 12: Wave contours for incoming Hm0 = 3 feet
(0.9 m), Tp = 4 seconds, MWD = south waves.
In both cases, wave heights behind the
breakwater are less than 1 foot (0.3 m) and the
wave agitation criteria would be satisfied.
6 CONCLUSIONS
The nearly 4-year drought in California is pushing
boating and marina businesses in lakes, reservoirs
and
waterways
to
research
and
adopt
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